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Nash Refutes Myth That
More Nuclear Weapons
Mean More Security
by Mark Kraft
"We are beginning to think
about the unthinkable," said Dr.
Henry Nash, speaking on
"Changing Perspectives in the
Arms Race" at Trinity last Thursday night. "There are 50,000
nuclear weapons existing in the
world today with a destructive
capacity 1.6 millions times that of
the Hiroshima bomb," he stated.

Henry Nash describes the honors of nuclear warfare.
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Budget Committee Reorganizes System
In Face of Last Year's Blunders
by Steve Klots
At.the..end of last year, many ;
clubs' and organizations on campus found the functioning of the
Student Government Association
Budget Committee practically intolerable, Accusations about lost
check requests or slow refunds
seemed to be the norm, rather
than the e x c e p t i o n . Some
organizations which rely upon
phone service were threatened
with cessation of service if they
did not pay their bills immediately; they had made check requests
but these had been lost somewhere
between the SGA office and the
Treasurer's Office.
The process of submitting
check requests is supposed to be
Quite simple. A club or organization that is funded by the student
activities fee, upon receipt of a
bill, fills out a check request and
submits it to the Budget Committee. It is then either denied or approved, and turned over the
Treasurer's Office, depending on
its status.
Slowness was not the only problem with which last year's
Budget Committee was plagued.
At the end of the year, a list of the'
financial status of all organizations on campus funded by the activities fee was turned into the
Treasurer by Jeff More '82, then
head of the Budget Committee.
This fall, it became apparent that
these figures did not agree with
several of the organizations'
budgets as reported to those
organizations last spring. For instance, the staff of the Tripod had
been informed in their individualized budget that they had
been granted over $41,000 dollars,
whereas the Treasurer's list had
that figure set at $34,000. Both of
these numbers included revenues
' r 9m sources such as advertising.
..'I"' addition to these problems,

within the committee's power to
several organizations which normallyare budgeted did not appear... , revise the budget..
on the list, one such organization
was La Voz LatinaV
Ian McFarland, rriember of the
Trinity Coalition : for Nuclear
Marcia Phelan, Comptroller of
Arms Control (an organization
the College, said that this fall,
which is having its budget cut due
"Some organizations came into
to these problems), did not apmy office with detailed listings of
prove of the way the cuts were betheir budgets, and their totals
ing handled. "They think we're a
were different from what was -on
single issue group, and therefore
the list. When the new Budget
funds should not be given. They
Committee was elected in, I exwant us to merge with Conplained the situation to the new
nPIRG." He added,"We have a
chairman,-Steve Norton."
drawn-up budget, but we're not
getting any money off it. We
think it's unfair because almost all
our money is spent on on-campus
Norton said that,"There aren't
activities, whereas other groups
too many groups that are having
spend a lot of their money sending
problems." He cited the examples
people to conferences all over the
of the Tripod and TCB as groups
country,, benefiting the college litwhose detailed budgets were
t l e . " McFarland said . that
substantially different from the
although they had a budget last
figures on Phelan's list. He added
year, funding has been refused
that several budgets are undergothis year. "Were it not for some
ing revision in order to solve, this
generous donations from the
ploblem.
Chaplain's Office, everything
would be coming out of our
pockets."
In regard to the failure to
budget clubs which normally are
Thus, there will be a struggle
budgeted, Norton said, "We have
this thing called the contingency this fall among organizations tryfund for newly formed organiza- ing to maintain the budget they
tions and newly revitalized ones. thought they originally had. Some
This year we inherited a very low cutting is obviously necessary, as
contingency fund. A lot of new the sum of allotted budgets was at
groups have sprung up. We're try- one time above the amount taken
ing to cut back on some organiza- in by the activities fee.
tion's budgets in areas in which
The slowness in processing
costs are high to make up for
check requests is also being workthis."
ed on by the new committee, this
time with a little less controversy.
In doing this, according to NorPhelan said, "What happened last
ton, one factor the committee
year was a nightmare. I don't
must consider is the extent the
know what happened. The reorganization plays a vital role on
quests never made it up to my ofcampus. He said, "We're trying
fice." She said that in May she got
to establish some sort of equity.
a stack of requests about five inSome groups could be providing a
ches high. "Where they had been
lot more if they had more
all that time, I don't know, I had
money." He said that although
to sort through them, trying to
the Budget Committee has to get
continued on page 5
permission from the SGA, it is

In order to make the audience
appreciate the magnitude of
nuclear weaponry, Nash described
what the effects would be if a one
megaton bomb were dropped on
the center of Hartford. "Houses
ten miles outside of the city would
be blown away, Worcester would
experience radioactive fallout,
and there would be third degree
burns in Middletown," he said.

Although the effects of a one
megaton bomb would be severe,
estimates indicate that the Soviet
Union currently has 130 bombs,
each with a capacity of twenty
... megatons,.Nash stated..

the government to work in the
area of defense. It includes people
from the State and Defense
Departments, and Central Intelligence Agency. "Since these
men and women have worked
sucessively under different administrations, their outlooks are
fixed and defined," he said.

The absence of opposing viewpoints, a preoccupation with
numbers, and an atmosphere of
secrecy, in which nobody sees the
total picture, have distanced both
upper and lower members in the
foreign affairs bureaucracy from
the implications of the work they
are doing. Pointing to Eugene
Rostow, currently the head of the
Arms Control Agency, as an example of a man whose attitudes
reflect his many years of service in
this setting, Nash said, "Serious
arms control initiatives will not
come from this group of people."

"Having invested approximately two trillion dollars in nuclear
weapons from 1945 to 1982," he
•"; said, "we" havej built a jftytfc that
Although people are beginning . more Weapons equals more securito realize that the more bombs
ty." Americans canie to: believe in
there are the, greater is the pro-:
the bomb for a variety of reasons.
bability of intentional or accidenIt seemed usefulsince it ended the
tal use, they generally overlook a
war in Japan, and was a safe and
significant obstacle preventing
reliable deterrent for containing
arms reduction. Nash referred to
the "Soviet threat."
the a p p r o x i m a t e l y 10,000
Today, people are no longer
members of the foreign affairs
feeling safe or comfortable with
bureaucracy who are employed by
continued on page 4

The Reverend Arthur Walmslcy, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of
Connecticut and a graduate and trustee of the College, spoke of
America's committment to peace as part of (lie convocation for arms
Control.

• • • : • . .
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Announcements
Academic
Deadlines
Wednesday, November 24 is the
last day to choose a letter grade
for a course being taken
Pass/Fail.

AIESEC
The weekly meetings of
AIESEC are on Tuesday nights at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Activities
Room (Room 11) in the basement
of Mather.

Amnesty
International
There will be a meeting of Amnesty International every Monday
evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Activities Room in Mather
basement. All interested people
are invited to attend. For further
information, call 246-3159.

Club T
David Johansen will head the
billing of this semester's Club T
which will take place this Friday
at 8:30 p.m. in the Washington
Room. Comedian Marc Weiner
will open the show with a routine
which includes juggling, puppets
and audience participation.
Tickets for Club T can be purchased this week during lunch and
dinner in Mather. The price of admission is $5.00 and a bar set up
will be provided.

Consortium
Courses
The list of courses that wiii be
offered in the spring semester at
the colleges belonging to the Hartford consortium of colleges has
just been published. Over 500
courses at the University of Hartford, Saint Joseph College, Hartford College for Women, Saint
Thomas Seminary, and the School
of the Hartford. Ballet, are; open
to Trinity students.
Registration for courses at consortium colleges will take place on
December 6 and 7. The course
lists are available at the
Registrar's Office, Seabury Hall.
Copies may also be obtained by
calling the consortium office at
236-1203.
Trinity students need permission of faculty advisors to take a
course at another college. Credit
is given as if the course were taken
at Trinity. No extra charge is
made for these courses. There is a
shuttle bus which: leaves Trinity
every hour en route to other
member schools. About 500
students in the consortium schools
cross-register every year.

Dance
There will be a dance for the
benefit of, World Hunger on
Saturday, November 20 from 9:00_
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in Hamlin Hall.
The dance will feature Youth in
Asia. Admission is $2.50,
refreshments will be served.

Financial Aid
Applications

Foreign Study
Information
Antioch International
A division of Antioch University in Ohio, Antioch International
sponsors programs of study
abroad for undergraduates in
London, England, and Germany.
Ms. Jill Beennan of Antioch International will be at Trinity on
Thursday, November 18 to
discuss opportunities for study in
London and Germany with
students from 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge of Mather Campus Center. All are invited to
attend.

Durham University
Today, November 9, Mr. Geoffrey Thrush from the University
of Durham is at Trinity to talk
with present sophomores or
freshmen about junior year study
at the University of Durham. He
will be available in Alumni
Lounge of Mather from 1:30 to
3:00 p.m.

French Cinema
Are you aware of the new
course on French Cinema? It is
open to all students. The course
will be taught in English and the
films will be subtitled. If you are
interested, contact Professor Katz
or Professor Sonia Lee.

French Majors
The French proficiency exam
will be given on November 20
from' 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Room to be announced.

The Svy
Do you have any pictures you'd
like to see in the yearbook? If so,
submit them to the Ivy (box 3028)
along with your name and box
number. Color and black and
white are acceptable, photos
taken with a 35mm camera are
preferable.

La Voz Latina
Next Wednesday, November 17
at 7:30 p . m . in McCook
Auditorium,. La Voz Latina,
together with other community
groups, will present a film on
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, who
won the Nobel Prize of Literature
this year. The film is called
"Gabriel Garcia Marquez: La
Magia de'lo Real," and it will be
preceded by a presentation on
Colombia and its tradition, and a
lecture by Dr. Luis Eyzaguirre of
the University of Connecticut on
Garcia Marquez' work in general.

Lectures
Arms Race
On Tuesday,. November 16,
there will be a lecture on "The
Church and the Nuclear "Arms
Race" by Father Nadolny of
radio and television: The lecture
will be held at 7:00 p.m. in
Seabury 16. •

Greenberg Lecture

.: •. On Monday,. November 22 at
,8:00 p.m. in. the Washington
• Materials are now available for
R o o m , Professor Emil L.
second semester financial aid ap- : Fackenheim, University Professor
plications. Students who are reand . Professor of. Philosophy,
questing • aid; for the first time,
University of Toronto and
should pick up the materials in the
Visiting Professor, Hebrew
Financial; Aid Office. Deadline
University, will present the third
for completed applications is
lecture in the Leonard Greenberg
: December 10.
series on Jewish Contributions to

Western Civilization. Professor
Fackenheim is a leading commentator on the Holocatisi and will
address the issue of "Jews and
Christians After Auschwitz." .

Lesbian
Collective
Do you think that by remaining
silent you are protecting yourself?
Your silence or denial is hurting
yourself and all other lesbians.
Don't hide in a corner. Join the
Lesbian Collective.
If you can't deal with your sexuality, you can't deal with
yourself. And if you can't deal
with yourself, what can you deal
with?
Call the Women's Center
(527-3151, ext. 459) for meeting
times. Don't let your people
down.

Maritime
Studies
Williams College-Mystic
Seaport representatives of the
Williams College-Mystic Seaport
Program in American Maritime
Studies will be at Trinity to meet
with interested students on
Wednesday, November 17, in the
Alumni Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

Outing Club
Feel like getting off campus and
out of the city for a change?
Come join the Trinity Outing
Club with our variety of events
h a p p e n i n g t h r o u g h o u t the
semester. Meetings are every
Thursday night at 7:30 in Alumni
Lounge. Our membership fee is
only S2.00. and equipment is
available for member use. Nonmembers can rent equipment
through the Outing Club. Come
have a great time with us!
The Outing Club's next event is
a day hike in Ragged Mountain,
CT on November 20. The sign up
sheet is in the Mather Foyer. For
more information contact Box
8000 or call 246-9405.

SGA Faculty
Lunch Series
On Wednesday, November 17
at 12:00 p.m. in the Blue Room of
Mather Dining Hall, J. Ronald
Spencer, Lecturer in History and
Associate Academic Dean, will
speak on "Student Politics: From
Activism to Complacency." All
students are urged to bring over
their lunches and join the
discussion.

Ski Trip
Enjoy an adventure 'packed
week of skiing in New Hampshire's. White Mountains! 5 days
and nights, January 9-14, include:
skiing at your choice of 4 excellent
ski slopes, nightly parties thrown
by the hotel, company of hundreds of other college student's,
and much more. Open to all
members of the Trinity community and their guests. For further information, write to box 8000 or
call Glen D'Abate at 246-9405.

Thanksgiving
With Faculty
For those students who will be
on campus during Thanksgiving
break and who would like to join
a faculty family for Thanksgiving
dinner, please contact the Dean of
Students Office. A number of
faculty families are eager to have
students join them for the holiday

meal. Call extension 433 or 434 by
November 22.

Trinity
Atheneum
The Trinity Atheneum will hold
a "Pub Round" on November 18
from 10:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in
the Pub. Possible topics include:
"Lust is Sacred," "Let Your
Fingers Do the Walking," and
others.

ONICEF Boxes
Return all UNICEF boxes to
Mather Front Desk.

Women's Center
The Trinity Women's Center
Third Floor, Mather Campus
Center
Box 1385
Ext. 459
Hours: ,
Sunday - 6-1.0 p.m.
Monday -- 1-5, 5-9 p.m.
Tuesday - 9-11 a.m., 12-5, 8-10
p.m.
Wednesday -2-10 p.m.
Thursday -9-11 a.m., 12-4,7-9
p.m.
Friday — 10-5 p.m.
The Center provides a referral
service, library of resources on
women, speakers for classes, •
dorms, meeting space, study area,
kitchen facilities, contacts with
other women's groups, internship
opportunities, and a friendly, supportive atmosphere. The Trinity
Women's Center is open to all
members of the Trinity community. The Trinity Women's Center
sponsors workshops, concerts,
lectures, collectives, support
groups, films, dances/parties, exhibits, and discussions. The Trinity Women's Center is a resource
open to you. If you have any
questions, please come up or call.

Lunch Series
Today, November 16 at 12:00
p.m. the Women's Center Lunch
Series welcomes Paula ChuRichardson, Assistant Dean of
Students, who will be leading a
discussion on Dream Work. The
Center will be open from noon

until 1:30 p.m. every Tuesday. Bring your lunch and join us. Next
week's discussion will be pot luck.

Films
This Friday the Women's
Center Film Series sponsors two
showings of two short films on the
issue of apartheid in South
Africa, especially as it affects
women. "South Africa Belongs
To Us" is an in-depth look at the
singular economic and emotional
burden borne by black women in
South Africa; includes a
clandestinely shot interview with
the "Banned" Winnie Mandela.
"You Have Struck A Rock" is the
story of South African women
who led in opposing apartheid
during the anti-pas campaigns of
the 1950's.
The films will be shown in
Seabury 9-17 once at 7:00 p.m.
and once at 9:00 p.m. Admission
is free; donations are welcome.

Classifieds
Students needed; earn extra money b e f o r e the
holidays marketing/selling a
new concept in " P o l o "
shirts. Call in Norwalk, CT
853-6425 from 7:00 - 10:00
p.m.
Female foreign trainee
seeking to rent a room with a
family in the Trinity area
from November 27 through
April 30. Contact box 500 or
547-1721.
The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol.LXXXI, Issue 9
November 16,1982
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
(he student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per. column inch,
$30:00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UHSYERSgTY
JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
is looking for future leaders in public affairs.
Gome learn about Harvard's two-year Master's
Program in Public Policy, leading to either the
Master in Public Policy or City and Regional
Planning Degree.
Meet with:

Professor Tony Gomez-lbanez
City and Regional Planning Program
Harvard University

Date:

Friday, November 19, 1982

Time:

2 p.m. and 3 p.m.
Group Informational Sessions

Contact:

Diane Lindsay
Assistant Director
Trinity College Career Counseling
527-3151 x228

All students, a l l majors, all years welcome!
Joint degree programs offered with Harvard's
other professionalschools.

November 16, iy»2
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Can Security and Sex Appeal Be Found in a Bottle?:
The Advertising Industry Encourages Alcoholism
by Joanne Matzen
"Freshmen wait for the weekend
to drink...Seniors know better,"
declared an ad for Michelob beer.
"So, put a little weekend in your
week. Buy Michelob."

potentially problem drinker that
drinking is normal. In other words,
said Kilbourne, "If you hook, people early enough, they're yours for
life."

This and other samples of advertisements were shown Wednesday
evening in a slide presentation given
by nationally-reknowned media
analyst, lecturer, and free-lance
writer, Jean Kilbourne. Kilbourne's
lecture, entitled "Under the Influence: The Pushing of Alcohol via
Advertising," attempted to expose
the role of advertising in the reinforcement and perpetuation of the
prevalent social attitudes toward
alcohol.

Kilbourne began by explaining
that in advertising, a $60 billion a
year industry, the public is the product. "We are sold by the producers
and publishers to the advertisers."
Extensive and expensive research is
carried out on audiences and readerships to discover which techniques
create the most powerful selling
message.

Kilbourne's insightful analysis
revealed that the goal of advertising
alcohol is not only to sell the product but also to encourage its excessive use. And, young people tend
to be a profitable target. According
to Kilbourne, ads made to appeal to
younger drinkers, encourage excessive drinking by reassuring the
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Although the vast majority of the
American public claim immunity
from the ploys of advertising, according to Kilbourne, the advertiser's
secret is in the stimulation of the unconscious. "Two of the most
powerful stimuli are sex and
death," she noted. Such images as
sex and death, detected unconsciously, are instantly repressed
by their viewer. That repressed im-

age then creates feelings of anxiety
which motivate the viewer to
remember the ad.
"It is unconscious material that
has the greatest control over our
lives," said Kilbourne. Once
brought to the conscious level its effect is far less potent.
In advertisements demonstrating
everything from the subliminal to
the symbolic, Kilbourne revealed
the ways that advertising plays on
the complexes of the alcoholic. In
bright, colorful ads the "magic bottle" is equated with sex, friendship,
adulthood, escape, prowess, and
power. These ads make it seem that
a single bottle of beer can bring instant athletic ability, violent
r o m a n c e , and u n c o n t e s t e d
dominance.
The advertising industry,
Kilbourne stated, also pushes
alcohol as the ultimate device for
the seduction of women. Kilbourne
sarcastically alleged that it makes a

'

man "a great lover--a real stud."
H o w e v e r , she added that
"Shakespeare put it best when he
said.'Drink provokes the drive but
takes away the performance.'"
Playing upon the problems of the
alcoholic, such as insecurity, selfaggrandizement, lonliness, depression, and violence, the advertiser's
bottle promises warmth, security,
reward, and escape. Ads often
equate women's roles as faithful
companions and lovers with
alcohol. Claimed Kilbourne,
alcohol becomes the companion, the
lover. One ad in particular showed a
bottle of Florio wine and a voluptuous brunette quoted as saying,"For 15 nights I have been with
Florio. Never once was it the
same."
Then, Kilbourne mentioned the
promise of vicarious pleasure and
escape. "Can't go to Holland?
Have a Heiniken," extols one ad.
But even more dangerous to
society, according to Kilbourne, is
advertising's encouragement of
abusive use, its promotion of
violence, and its approval of irresponsibility. "Our society is not
one which promotes moderation,"
said Kilbourne. And that fact,
coupled with advertising's destructive influence, is responsible for the
outrageous statistics on alcohol
usage.
Kilbourne cited several figures.
One of every ten drinkers is an

alcoholic. Thirty to forty percent of
delinquent youths come from
alcoholic homes. Over ten percent
of all deaths are linked with alcohol.
And, of the growing number of
fatal auto accidents, fifty percent involve alcohol.
"Violent crime has also been
overwhelmingly linked with
alcohol," noted Kilbourne. Fiftyfive percent of all arrests are alcohol
related. However, Kilbourne noted
t h a t a r e c e n t a r t i c l e in
Timemagazine, entitled "The Curse
of Violent Crime", mentioned no
other drug but marijuana by name.
She concluded that the absence of
the mention of alcohol could be attributed to the appearance of five
full-page color alcohol advertisements in that issue.
"The media depends on alcohol,
tobacco and drug advertising,"
Kilbourne stated. Therefore,
alcohol problems and abuses are
suppressed and "we hear little about
the truth."
The problem of alcoholism,
although seldom recognized, nevertheless pervades our culture. At- •
tempts to find a solution to' this problem, according to Kilbourne, are
weak in comparison to the advertising industry's efforts to perpetuate
it. The major barrier to changing
the dominant cultural attitude and
norms, she asserted, is society's
refusal to recognize that there is a
problem.

Quiet Reigns Supreme
in Smith Hall
fo\ Michael Whilston
According to Tina Dow, Director of Residential Services, the
quiet dorm in Smith Hall has been
progressing very well. The project
was set up last year by Michael
Ziskind '84 as an alternative to the
distractions and noise found in
other dorms. The rules of the
quiet dorm prohibit loud sterios
and the playing of games in the
hall. '. '

gr^M*.

Jean Kilbourne accused the advertising industry of perpetuating excessive use of alcohol among young people in
her presentation last Wednesday.
p l w l 0 ,„, c . l H i r c t , l p

Dow said that the residents are
happy with the arrangement and
have been getting along fine. She
commented, however, that while

things have been quiet inside, the
noise from ihe courtyard has been
a distraction. But, she predicted
that with the cold weather upon us
and with windows closed, the outside noise would decrease.
George Higgins, Professor of
Psychology and faculty advisor to
the students living in Smith, said
that there have been no problems
and that a sense of mutual respect
for other's rights pervades the
dorm. He added that the disputes
among the residents are usually
handled among themselves. So far
he has received no complaints.

Development Office Makes Up Tuition Deficit
by David Sagers
Many students would probably
be surprised to discover that the
$7,000. or so that they pay for tuition does not even cover the full
cost of their education. In fact, it
costs Trinity $3,000. more to
educate each student. How does
the College make up this deficit?

fice, these funds are raised
through alumni, parents, friends,
foundations, corporations, and
government agencies. With the
help of the Development Office,
the College has managed to keep a
balanced budget for the past
twelve years, a difficult task in
times of econonmic recession.

The purpose of the Development Office is to raise money for
the education of Trinity students.
According to Connie Ware,
Director of the Development Of-

The Development Office procures the necessary funds, in a
number of ways. It sends letters to
alumni, parents of . current

students, and friends of the College, asking if they would like to
make a donation. In all, about
forty pefcent of the alumni contacted respond with a donation,
making up the bulk of the annual
giving that the College receives.
In addition, the Office contacts
all corporations, foundations,
and government agencies whose
donation interests match Trinity's
needs. In some cases, corporations have special departments

of the Capital Area
Thanks to you it works for all. of us

dealing with donations. In all
cases, a meeting is arranged with
prospective contributors. Then,
Connie Ware, who spends forty to
fifty percent of her time traveling,
sees the major prospects and
presents the College's proposal of
need. In an average year, Ware
traverses the entire continent in
search of donations. Often, she is
accompanied by President
English. When a corporation or
foundation decides to make a
donation, the Office extends its
thanks and makes sure to contact
the corporation in subsequent
years.

Other donations come in the.
form of bequests,;or qifts in a
will. Al Burfeind, the Associate
Director of Development•, is in
charge of such deferred givings.
He also draws up proposals to
foundations and corporations.

The staff of the Development
.Office is fairly extensive. Frank
Sherman, Director of Annual
Giving, and Ann Tpfley Rotondo,
Assistant to the Director of An-.,

nual Giving, contact alumni,
friends, parents, and other donors
each year. Rhea Pinkus, Development Coordinator, coordinates
p h o n e a t h o n s and recriuts
phonecallers. The position of
Development Coordinator was
just created this year. Pinkus will
be busy in the next two or three
weeks, conducting phoneathons
in New Y o r k , B o s t o n ,
Philadelphia, and Hartford.
Sarah Passell, Assistant to the
Director of Development, devises
travel intineraries and engages in
research.
Each year, the Development
Office projects how much money
it will have available for the College's budget It has kept consistently ahead of its own projections for the past five years. This
year, Connie Ware projects an
eight percent increase in annual
giving in each of the next two
years. She hopes that these goals
will be reached by strengthening
deferred giving and increasing
Reunion Giving, giving that the
Development Office asks from
Alumni, having their.: tenth,
twenty-five, or fiftieth reunions.
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SGA Update
The November 9th meeting of the Student Government Association
was primarily concerned with the matter of security on campus. Michael
Schweighoffer, head of Security at Trinity, addressed the various recommendations which the Security Committee of the SGA presented to him.
First, the Security Alert policy was discussed. Schweighoffer stressed
the importance of issuing alerts only when a crime is committed against a
person, so that the effectiveness of the alerts could be maintained.
Follow-up Security Alerts could be published in the Tripod.
The feasibility of changing dorm combinations once a month was
discussed in regard to the four robberies in Smith Hull. Also, recommendations were made for increased lighting in the Venion St., Crescent St.,
New Britain Ave., Hamlin, and Ferris areas; Ihc installation of concealed
cameras in the parking lots was also suggested. Schweighhoffer stressed
that students must be made aware that solicitors are not allowed in any
dorm and if solicitors are seen entering dorms it is essential to call
security.
The SGA also discussed the escort service and presented a statement on
this issue. The statement proposed that the inner-campus escort system,
in the Vernon-Summit-New Britain area, be under student control.
Students, in groups of two and equipped with walkie-talkies, could patrol
each area, North, South, and Central,the statement suggested. Student
escorts could be paid under the work-study program or with other school
finances, or they could be employed under a voluntary system.
The SGA statement proposed that the outer-campus security system be
expanded beyond the present borders of Trinity to within at least two
blocks of the existing bounderies. This outer-campus security system
could be maintained by the Trinity Security Force, which would be relieved of the burden of inner-campus security escorts. With the transl'er of
the escort system to the students, the Trinity Security Force would also
have more time to patrol the campus by car in search of serious crime.
In addition to the security discussion, a proposal to add an additional
$10 to the Student Activities Fee for the benefit of the Austin Arts Center
was presented by Leif Fellinger and accepted by the SGA. The added fee,
targeted to the arts program at Trinity, will present students with a
culture card rae, enabling them to attend all Austin Arts events free of
charge. The motion will take effect in the 1983-84 school year.
Agenda for Tonight's Meeting
I. Greetings
II. Approval of November 9 minutes
III. New Business
A. Housing Advisory Report
Bi, Course Evaluatiori Report ^
r
GV Faculty Lunch
.
D. Meeting' with Trustees
IV. Other
V. Adjournment

:

:

.
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• SGA Faculty Lunch Series
On Wednesday, November 17 at 12:00 p.m. in the Blue Room of
Mather Dining Hall, J. Ronald Spencer, Associate Academic Dean and
Lecturer of History, will speak on "Student Politics: From Activism to
Complacency." All students are urged to bring their lunches and join the
l
discussion.

Tired of scraping plates and sweating in the hot dishroom, SAGA dishwashers held a strike on Friday. Among
other things, they demanded to be paid more than other SAGA workers, who, according to (hedishwashers, only have (o sit around and check meal cards. Five minutes later, however, when threatened with unemployment,
tliey returned to work.

u
]lm,l)

World Hunger Demands
Awareness and Action
by Maura Mclnemey
That the world food situation
today is serious, even precarious,
is a well-established fact. As
world food deficits in numerous
countries catapult to dangerous
levels, world population threatens
tp reach six billion: in the next 25 .
years. Although the world is producing three thousand calories
and ample protein for every man,
woman, and child on earth,
millions continue to die of starvation and malnutrition.
While Americans account for
only six percent of the global
population, they consume forty
percent of the world's resources.

Nash Calls For Halt To
Nuclear Arms Race

Hunger exists in the shadow of
abundance; therein lies the
outrage. But outrage is not
enough to combat this needless
suffering. An intimate understanding of the roots of hunger must
be adequately harnessed.

The historical, economic, and
political underpinnings of the present world situation will be explored during Trinity Hunger
Awareness Week. The week will
begin with a presentation on "The
United States and the Third
World", given by Dr. Albert
Gastmann of the Political Science
Department, Professor Charles

FREE PEPSI
PIZZA
CASINO

continued from page 1

the presence of nuclear weapons.
"We are changing our views
about the bomb, and replacing
them with images of extinction,"
Nash claimed.

to sustain a movement over a long
period of time.' 'Perhaps just asking for a testing ban might be
necessary to keep the movement
alive," he said.

However, because of the entrenched attitudes of policy
makers, a reduction in the status
quo of nuclear weapons will take
a long time. As a result, Nash
questioned whether the proposals
set forth by the proponents of the
FREEZE wilt be tangible enough

A Professor of Political Science
at Hollins College in Virginia,
Nash is currently a visiting Professor at Wesleyari University. He
has worked in the Air Intelligence
division of the Defense Department, and is the author of various
articles on arms control.

Nash's lecture, which was sponsored by both the World Affairs
Association and Trinity Coalition
for Nuclear Arms Control, concluded a day of lectures and
workshops organized by. the Trinity C o a l i t i o n . T h u r s d a y ,
November 11 marked a nationwide convocation sponsored by
the Union of Concerned Scientists; as at Trinity, campuses all
across the country held events
designed to heighten awareness
about the arms race.

Lindsey of the Economics Department, and Professor H. McKvm
Steele of the History Department.
On Thursday, November 18, Professor Frank Kirkpatrick, along
with the Christain Fellowship
Association, will discuss "The
Grounds for Christian Social
Responsibility." On Thursday, a
FAST will be sponsored by the
Trinity Hunger Relief Association; for all students on the meal
plan who fast, SAGA will donate
money to a relief organization.
On Saturday, November 20, the
Newman Club, the Christian
Fellowship,.. IFC, and the Hunger
Relief Association will hold a
dance in Hamlin Hall. All proceeds will be sent to Somalia.

Order any large
pizza with two or
more items and
receive

2 qts.

HARTFORD SOUTH
54 Barnard St., Hartford

728-1811

of

PEPSI
FREE
Free Delivery Is
Our Hottest

Game!

S»f!§!3§ 547.0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
WINES a
in Hew BfHs9n Ave., HafffM, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

2 Free qls. of Pepsi
with any large 2 or
more item pizza

One Casino
Chip per pizza.

Expiration dale: Nov. 23, 1982
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Admissions Steps Qp
Minority Recruitment
by Karen Tenenbaum
The Admissions Office has
been making an earnest effort to
attract applicants from minority
groups and thereby increase the
minority population of the College. However, as Reggie Kennedy, Assistant Director of Admissions, points out, "There are a
lot of obstacles."
In order to raise the number of
applications received from
minority students, more college
bound members of minorities
must be aware of Trinity's offerings. Kennedy hopes to arouse interest in Trinity by visiting urban
secondary schools which contain
high concentrations of minority
students, in' such locations as
B o s t o n , New Y o r k , a n d
Philadelphia. This year Admissions Officers have increased their
traveling to these " t a r g e t
schools" in metropolitan areas.
In addition, the Admissions Office may send alumni or propagate literature about the College among minority circles which
its officers are unable to reach
themselves. It will, therefore, be
able to spread Trinity's' name
more extensively than ever before.
According to Kennedy, getting
additional people involved is an
on-going theme in minority
r e c r u i t m e n t ; i n s t e a d of
designating one man to coordinate minority admissions, as in
the past, all five officers now
share the task of increasing
minority applications.
The Admissions staff is also
participating in more college fairs
in an effort to attract potential
minority students. Among these
fairs are those sponsored by the
New England Consortium .of
Black Admissions Counselors( a
group of black admissions officers from Trinity, Wesleyan,
Amherst, Clark, Tufts, Bowdoin,
and similar institutions. Kennedy

recently returned from such a
group excursion, in which he
visited schools with large minority
populations in the Chicago and
Washington, D.C. areas.
Besides attracting students to
Trinity, the Admissions Office
also plans to contact secondary
school guidance counselors, agencies such as A Better Chance, and
church organizations which advise
minority students on college applications. According to Kennedy,
Trinity hopes to persuade high
school counselors to recommend
the College to their minority
advisees.
Besides venturing forth to
secondary schools, the Admissions staff also brings minority
students to the Trinity campus.
This year the Office is once again
sponsoring Minority Weekend. In
the past, the weekend was held
after the Admissions Office had
issued letters of acceptance. Last
year, however, the Office decided
to change the weekend to January
20; it will continue the same policy
this year. Minority Weekend, according to Kennedy, offers an exposure to dorm life and an opportunity to attend student-faculty
discussions on such topics as
career counseling and financial
aid. Kennedy stated that last
year's program was successful
because "a number of students"
enrolled after attending it.

Michael Brigham '83 lends a helping arm to the Blood Drive, which was held in (lie Washington Room on
Friday.
, ,
J

College Press Service
Dr. Ronald K. Goodenow,
Associate Professor of Educational Studies at Trinity, will present a talk entitled "Inside Camp
Pendleton, 1975: Documenting
the Vietnamese Immigration" at
an Open House sponsored by the
Watknison Library/Trinity College Library Associates on Thursday, November 18, at 8:00 p.m.
This year's minority enrollment
The talk, which will be given in
is the highest in four years, with
the Watkinson Libarary, is free
63 blacks, 25 Hispanics, 21 East
and will be followed by a
Asians, and one American Indian,
reception.
as stated by the Office of the
Registrar. Still, the Admissions
Goodenow is an historian who
staff is not entirely satisfied, Kenspecializes in educational race
nedy said, and it will continue, to . relations, urban education, inter- -,
push for an increase in - t h e -.. national reform, and black educanumber of minority applications.
tion. His publications include
At the same time, it plans to conthree books and numerous arfront the problems of minority
ticles. Im 1975, he co-directed a
students once they are enrolled.
major oral history project at

everyone has lived up to their
responsibility. I think we have an
excellent group on the Committee. They recognize the importance of having this done. Our
primary job is making sure groups
gbt the money that need it."
Phelan agreed: "This year, they

(check requests) seem to be trickling in without any problems. It
usually takes only about a week
for the check to be processed."
Thus, the Committee will continue to try to solve several of the
problems it inherited from last
year.

YOUR GRAMMATICAL HOROSCOPE FOR THE WEEK OF NOV. 16, 1982
LIBRA:

Beware! A sentence is only as strong
as its weakest expletive. Try unlinccl
paper.
.

T A U R U S : Tmsl your Thesaurus — ii holds the key
to your verbal awakening & betterment.

SCORPIO:

You are plagued by sentence
fragments. Rebel by attempting to
write like Tolstoy.

G E M I N I : Re-examine your thesis topic. Mars and
Saturn^are manipulative.

SAGITARIUS:

Trouble taking notes. Invest in an
English course — high dividends.

C A N C E R : A bad week for paragraphing. Stick
with a verbose Gemini.

CAPRICORN;

An old high school romance will
manifest itself in your next comma

AQUARIUS:

Grad school applications may affect
your future. Be sure a Libra types
them.
A disagreement over subject-verb
agreement will be your undoing. Be
legible.
,.

ARIES:

Problem with your semi-colon; stay
away from Pisces with dull pencil
points.

LEO:

Vague references & dangling modifiers
will place a close relationship in
jeopardy.

VIRGO".

A eavefulexamination of syntax will
reveal intense inner conflict. Proofread
on Thursday.

splice.

PISCES:

phoin hy Davit! Siskiml

Vietnam Immigration Topic of Lecture

Committee Miscalculates Budget
continued from page 1
determine which ones had been
paid."
Norton said, "This year, each
member of the Budget Committee
has one day that he or she is
assigned to process check requests
per week. As far as I know

'

Camp Pendleton, California on
the Vietnamese immigration to
the United States. This project
will be the subject of his talk. Also
in connection with this project,
this fall Goodenow has been asked to participate, along with
George McGovern and Frances
Fitzgerald, in a symposium to be
held at Grinnell College on the impact of the Vietnamese War on
American Culture.
The Open House will mark the

'Shirt Off Your Back' Needed
by Meg-Anne Donnell
• , An article entitled Reagan Cuts,
in a Year, Sir ike Hartford's Poor
and Graze Middle Class appeared
on the front page of The Wall
Street Journal's October 20, 1982
issue. The fact that Hartford's
economic situation made the front
page of such a well received paper
indicates the truly desperate state
of a large number of people in our
very community.
In a little over - a year, Hartford's rate of unemployment has
risen from. 7.8 to 9 percent. This
increase is of more impact than
mere percentages imply. One indication of its effect can be found
in the escalation of calls for help
to the local Salvation Army. Last
year, such calls came in at an
average rate of 900 per month;
this year the rate has increased to
a staggering 1500. to .1900 calls
each month for necessities such as
clothing. Many of these calls
come from the 700 poor families
w h o m w e r e p r o m i s e d fuel
assistance but did not receive it
because the funds from federal
aid ran out. For these families and
many others it will be a desperate
winter. .
The Faculty and student body
at Trinity can unite in a strong
and effective statement of concern
for the community at this Friday's
clothing drive. On November 19th

WHEN THE FA ULTS NOT IN THE STARS.....

T H E W R I T I N G CENTER - advice that works.
M O N . thru FRI. 9 til 4, TUES..& THURS. til 8 p.m. English department

opening of the exhibit Inside
Camp Pendleton, 1975 in the
Watkinson Library's Audubon
Room. Based on the material provided by Goodenow, the display
portrays life of Vietnamese immigrants at Camp Pendleton by
means of photographs, printed
material, and newspaper clippings. The exhibit will run until the
end of January, 1983 and will be
open Monday through Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

United Way
of the Capital Area

the members of the college community can exhibit their concern
for the needy by giving up a
seldom worn sweater or a pair of
pants. They do not have to spend
a great deal of time or money.
All items will go to the Center
City Churches, an organization of
twelve churches directly involved
with meeting the needs of Hartford's poor. Collection of
clothing will take place in Mather
Lobby from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm
on Friday, November 19th.
Clothing may also be brought to
an R.A. or to the Faculty Club.

Fackenheim
to Speak
College News Bureau
Dr. Emil L. Fackenheim ,
University Professor and visiting
professor at Hebrew University
and Professor of Philosophy at
the University of Toronto, will
speak on "Jews and Christians
after Auschwitz" on Monday,
November 22 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room. The lecture is
the. third in the Leonard
Greenberg Series on Jewish Contributions to Western Civilization. .
Admission to the event is free and
the public is invited toattend. .
Fackenheim: is one of the
leading theological, commentators
on the. Holocaust. He is the
author of more than 150 scholarly
articles and reviews, as well as
such major books, as Paths to
Jewish Belief.Quest for Past and
Future: Essays in Jewish
Theology, God's Presence in
History, and the recentlypublished To Mend The World:
Foundations of Future Jewish
Thought.
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YOU
CAN
ANYTHING

TheTiavelersJ

Anyone who has ever wanted to work
for an insurance company, and anyone who
hasn't, should consider The Travelers. Because
we offer careers both in insurance and in a variety of other fields which help us service our
wide range of financial products.
Under The Travelers umbrella, you'll find
careers in engineering, data processing, finance,
marketing. And as an insurance industry leader,
we offer rewarding careers in actuarial science,
underwriting and sales.
So if you're wondering who works for
an insurance company, over 30,000 people
from differing backgrounds are at work for
The Travelers right now. They've chosen us
because we have the resources, variety, benefits,
rewards and growth that make up the ingredients
for a bright future.
1
Travelers representatives will be visiting
your campus soon. For details, see your Placement
Director or write to: Rubin I. Fisher, Assistant
Director, The Travelers, Dept. 31, One Tower
Square, Hartford, CT 06115

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Greater Hartford
Beyond The Long Walk

How To Make A
Killing In Hartford

Timothy Gaines is out to make millions. He says of himself, "I'm
doing alright for a small businessman, but next year I will not be
small."
by Peter A. Stinson
with photography
by Henry P. Andrews

"I know I guy who makes $60,000 a year. He writes off everything
for taxes—even milk. 'How?' I ask. I can't see it, but I'm still
looking."
Timothy Gaines is twenty-seven, a north end resident, and a
dedicated "small, businessman." He is tall, thin, and confident in
:
appearance.
.
Tim graduated from Weaver High in 1975. He spent the next few
years bouncing from job to job, working as a mechanic with a car
dealer on New Park Avenue, then on diesel trucks in Lynchburg,
Virginia. He was then laid off and came back to Hartford to draw
unemployment for a year. This was followed by two years of driving
short-haul trucks. Then, one of his friends showed him how to make
"real money."
On Pratt Street, Timothy approaches. He asks if I'd like to start my
own business and write off lots of personal expenses as legitimate
business expenses. I'm skeptical—and all ears.
He is a Shaklee distibutor—Shaklee is a line of vitamins and other
"products in harmony with nature and good health." The friend who
introduced him to Shaklee spoke of this opportunity as"a fantastic experience. "She offered Shaklee and free time. That was what made me
perk up—no chance of being fired or laid off when the company closed. I could set my own hours. I knew if I depended on myself I could
make more money."
He speaks of percentages, losses, and tax advantages. I almost
wonder what he's trying to sell me. Tim is a distributor for three companies: Shaklee, Cambridge Diet, and now the Super Slim Diet. They
all grow the same way. Tim gets other people to sell the products, as
well as selling them himself. I start to think of pyramids and Amway.
Not quite, Tim informs me. He explains that he gets up to 5 percent of
the gross from those he signs u p l a n d he stresses that no money
comes outof their pockets.
".I. Paul Getty once said that he would rather make one percent
from one hundred people than ten percent from one." Tim is excited
by this as he's seen it work. "As long as the product is good you'll
make a killing."
'
.
He talks of overhead and reinvesting all his profits. He even writes
off his suit—"If I had a ragged suit and I was telling you about earning three hundred thousand dollars a year, you'd think I was all
bullshit."

•

.

•

•

'

•

•

"You have to set definite goals-if you don't have something to
work to, then you will not know where you're going or where you are.
At first I didn't have a goal—and 1 floundered. Now I want to be a
succesful businesssman—I want to buy my mother and father a
house—and for myself, a new car." .
,
Of Hartford Tim speaks of success. He calls it "A fantastic place to
do sales" yet he does not feel the city is doing much to promote small
businesses. "Sometimes there are too many headaches here—always
some new stupid law." Such as the new unincorporated business tax
which even at its nominal fee is still too much.
"I would rather work smart than hard." But, beyond the Long
Walk, Timothy Gaines must be doing some hard work. He is very proud of the fact that he recently ordered a 1983 Lincoln to be delivered
in March. Then he can junk his ancient V.W. Bug. Oh, the cost of the
Lincoln? Only a little over $25,000-and it can all be written ott...

HARC Offers Services To
Area's Mentally Retarded
Within the framework of social
by Mary Ann Corderman
services, a number of programs
Mentally retarded people in the
are offered. First, there is a
Hartford area are no longer as
casework advocacy program,
disadvantaged as they once were,
designed to assist individuals and
due to the numerous services offamilies to identify resources and
fered by the Greater Hartford
help them to obtain services by acAssociation for Retarded Citizens
ting as their liason to various state
(HARC). Founded in 1951 by
agencies. Similar to this program
parents who wanted to improve
but differing in clientele is the case
the quality of life for their mentalmanagement program, which inly retarded family members,
volves the coordination of services
HARC is a private, non-profit
and programs for developmentalcommunity-funded organization
ly disabled patients in long-term
serving those in Hartford and surhealth care facilities.
rounding towns who are mentally
In addition to providing serr e t a r d e d or h a v e o t h e r
vices to the mentally retarded,
developmental disabilities.
HARC offers friendship and comSince its creation, HARC has
panionship to its clients. This is
grown considerably and continues
the underlying concept behind the
to expand its offerings every day.
citizen advocacy program, the
For example, HARC plans to
organization's third social services
open a group home for the retardprogram. "Mentally retarded
ed within a month. Programs curpeople often don't have many
rently offered by HARC fall into
friends," explained Deborah
three categories: vocational,
Nathan, Respite Care Coorrecreational, and social services.
dinator, "so the purpose of our
citizen advocacy program strives
In the vocational training area,
to match a person in the comtask teams conduct workshops to
munity with a mentally retarded,
train clients to become
person to, in effect, be a friend to
maintenance people, nurses'
them."
aides, and to assist in the hand
binding operations at Connecticut
The newest of the social service
General Life Insurance Company.
programs is the Respite Care ProHARC also operates the state car
gram, begun in April of this year.
wash, employing clients there as
This program provides shortwell. The recreation program ofterm, temporary care—a few
fered by HARC provides yearhours, days, or weeks—to persons
round recreational services for
with mental retardation and other
both adults and children, and con- developmental disabilities,
ducts a day camp for children durwhenever there is a need or desire
ing the summer months.
for other household members to

be away. "Some families use the
program only when crises occur,"
remarked Nathan, "but we're trying to educate people so that they
use the program as a preventive
measure."
After having a personal interview and submitting several personal references, Providers for the
program are carefully selected by
Nathan. They must complete a
training program consisting of
the following: policies and procedures; first aid; cardiopulmonary resuscitation, an overview of mental retardation and
related conditions, and behavior
management. In order to make
Respite Care available to as many
people as possible, HARC tries to
keep costs to a minimum. As a
result, Providers receive only
what the families pay for the care,
an amount slightly below
minimum wage. However, as
Nathan pointed out, the hours are
very flexible. Whenever a family
is in need of Respite Care, they inform HARC of their needs, and
Nathan goes down the list of Providers until she reaches someone
that is able to give the necessary
time. Because of this flexibility,
Nathan suggested that becoming a
Provider would be an excellent
way to make some extra money..
Anyone interested in becoming
a Provider should contact Nathan
at HARC, 525-1213, Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
,
;.'.

WhatToDo?
Nuke Task Force

Millstone Protest

Historical Society

The Feminist Anti-Nuclear
Task Force invites women of
Greater Hartford to our next
meeting, scheduled for tonight,
November 16th, at 7 p.m. The
meeting will be held at the Hill
Center, 350 Farmington Avenue,
Hartford. For more information
call 523-5670 or 523-8243.

ConnPIRG and CCAG will
hold a rally on Wednesday the
17th at 7 p.m. at the offices of the
Department of Public Utility
Control, 1 Central Park Plaza,
New Britain. The DPUC is the
state agency which will determine
how much of a rate increase Nor'.heast Utilities will receive this
year in order to continue construction of Millstone III. If Connecticut's fourth nuclear power
plant is completed, it will cost
. over 3.5 billion dollars, a figure
more than 600 percent over
budget. Some citizens believe that
the money could be better spent
on conservation. For transportation information, call ConnPIRG
at 247-2735, put a note in Box
6000 today, or call Karen Oliver at
246-9723.

77)e Connecticut Yankee & The
Camera, a major exhibition on
the first 50 years of photography
in Connecticut, will be on display
at the Connecticut Historical
Society from November 16 until
February 18. The display includes
over 200 photographs and
stereopticon views of Connecticut
taken between the years
1839-1889. Also featured is a
display of early photographic
equipment. Admission is free.
The Society is located at 1
Elizabeth Street in Hartford.

Country Dance
Country Dance In Connecticut
will hold a traditional New
England Contra Dance on Friday,
November 19th, at S p.m. Dance
to live fiddle music by Whiskey
Before Breakfast, and calling by
Ralph Sweet. The dance will be
hp'd at the Immanuel Congregational Church, 10 Woodlawn
Street, Hartford. Beginners are
welcome. Donation $2.50.

Anderson Talk
John B. Anderson, former
Republican Congressman and
1980 independent Presidential
c a n d i d a t e , will speak on
"Presidential Issues for 1984" at
Central Connecticut State College, on Wednesday , November
17, at 7:30 p.m. The public is invited at no charge to the lecture in
the Multi Media Room, DiLoreto
Hall (Stanley & Francis Streets) in
New Britain. Issues Anderson will,
discuss include the 1982 elections;
the nuclear freeze movement; and
the economy, unemployment, and
environmental questions.

Gomic Convention
The Hartford Holiday Inn will
be the sight of the 6th annual convention of Connecticut comic
book and science fiction fans,
Saturday, November 20th, from
10 a.m.-7 p.m., and Sunday,
November 10 a.m.-5 p.m. The
convention will include a room
with dealers from all over the
eastern U.S. selling comic and
science fiction items, a talent
search for new artists, famous
cartoonists, and panel discussions. Both afternoons will be
topped off with an extensive
movie program, beginning at 8
p.m. on Saturday and 2 p.m on
Sunday. For further information
call 289-1208 or 742-5417.

Gymnastics Classic
The United States Professional
Gymnastics Classics will be in
town this Saturday, November
20th at 1:30 p.m. The show,
featuring Kurt Thomas and Ron
Galimore as well as an all-star
cast, combines pro-championship
competition and Broadway Dazzle for a new concept in entertainment. Tickets are on sale at the
Civic Center box office and all
Ticketron outlets.

Whalers
•, Hartford's hockey Whalers are
at home for two games this week.
Tonight, they face off against the
Montreal Canadiens. Next Saturday, November 20th, the Calgary
Flames will skate into town.
• Cheer, all the action live at 7:30 at
the Civic Center. Tickets available
at the box office and all TicketrOn
outlets.
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TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
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Trinity Athletes In Action
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Awareness Day A Must For
TRINITY TRIPOD Healthy Intellectual Environment
The

EDITORIAL

Rivalry And Spirit
While tradition, spirit and rivalry are all extremely important to college students, and rightly so, the question we should all be asking ourselves is: where does
school spirit and "honest college fun" stop and
violence begin?
For 97 years, Trinity and Wesleyan have been footbal! rivals, fighting for supremacy in the "Battle of the
Birds." As deeply embedded in tradition as the game
itself, are the pre- and post-game shenanigans that
characterize any collegiate rivalry. Certainly this year's
contest was no exception.
As the final seconds counted down, Trinity fans fled
the rickety wooden bleachers and prepared themselves
for the traditional tearing down of the goalposts. With
the final whistle, Trinity and Wesleyan fans stormed on
to the field, the former to claim their prize and the latter
to salvage what little remained of a sharply contested
battle. For more than half an hour, Trinity students
fought together in an unusual display of school spirit,
jumping on the uprights and the crossbar in a
desperate attempt to topple the goalposts, only to be
seized by the Wesleyan fans and thrown to the ground.
While this display of school spirit was certainly a
refreshing change from the stagnancy that frequently
permeates Trinity, such activity should not have been
carried to as violent an extreme as it was.
When the Wesleyan Security and Middletown police
finally stepped in to break up the battle, students emmerged from the encounter with cut foreheads, black
eyes, and bumps and bruises. While no one was
seriously injured, certainly the potential for serious injury was present.
t h e Tripri&beVeves.that school spirit and rivalry are
essential for a healthy environment, and that Trinity
students definitely need to arouse more spirit amongst
themselves; however, in practicing this spirit, one must
keep in mind that there are limits as to what constitutes spirit and what constitutes violence. What
precisely defines these limits is, of course, a very subjective.thing, but common sense should be the guiding
light for all of us.
•
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To the Trinity Community:
On Tuesday, November 16, at
the next Faculty meeting, the issue
of whether or not to hold an
"Awareness Day" will be discussed and voted on by the faculty. I
would like to take this opportunity to urge all faculty members to
call off classes on a designated
day (the Wednesday before the
week of Open Period) in order to
hold an Awareness Day next
semester.
The purpose of a Trinity education, as stated in the Trinity College Bulletin, is as follows: "A
Trinity education is designed to
give students that kind of
, understanding of human experience which will equip them for
life in a free society. In order to
do this, it must help students to
discover these particular modes of

Musicians

Don't Receive
Adequate
Recognition
To the Editor;
I was very pleased to see the
spread in the Tripod on Mother
Courage last week. Over two
pages was devoted to this great
show and how hard the cast worked on it. Unfortunately, as is
typical, the orchestra was mentioned once and nothing was said
about them specifically. Naomi
Amos has worked as hard as (if
not harder than) anyone else, but
she was only mentioned once. The
musicians work hard, too. We're
doing it because we enjoy it, but
still get no recognition. I know I
am speaking on behalf of many
musicians who have played for
shows. People concentrate on the
cast and forget the orchestra. It's
disappointing.
Siricerely,
Susan E. Place, '84

learning which will increase their
awareness of themselves and their
environment."—Statement from
the Faculty.
Awareness Day compliments
these aspects of a liberal arts
education by giving students a
chance to air important social
issues of the day. Racism,
alcoholism, sexism, elitism, drugabuse, and a host of other social
ills that plague society should be
recognized. It is productive and
helpful for everyone involved to
address these issues in order to

clarify misunderstandings
lessen hostility.

and

In order for the Trinity Community to continue to be a center
of tolerance and healthy intellectual dialogue, Awareness Day is a
must. It is the responsibility of the
Trinity faculty to live up to their
statement concerning the purpose
of a Trinity liberal arts education
and vote yes on Tuesday. Thank
you for your time.
Sincerely,
Chris Sullivan '83

Social Awareness
Theme Of Day
To the Trinity Community:
The SGA is proposing another
Awareness Day program. To
make this as successful an event as
it has been in the past, we are asking for your support in this
project.
First, let us explain why we feel
an Awareness Day is imperative.
By concentrating the program into one day, we hope to maximize
attendance to the proposed activities. We also feel that we can
maintain a higher level of enthusiasm during the day as opposed to the highly diffuse feelings
elicited during last year's
Awareness Week.

The theme for this year's
Awareness Day in the spring
semester will be Social Awareness.
Once again we wish to discuss the
problems of racism, sexism, and
elitism at Trinity. These issues still
face us and deserve the attention
of the ENTIRE campus.
This day can not succeed
without the full support of the
students, the faculty, and the administration. We have enjoyed
your support in the past and ask
once again for all of you to lobby
with us.
Sincerely,
Todd Beati,
SGA President

Letters Policy
• The Tripod welcomes and encourages letters to the Editor. All letters must be signed by the author, whose name will be withheld upon
request. Letters which are in poor taste or libelous will not be printed.
The Tripod also welcomes guest commentary. All letters and commentary must.be typed and double-spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday.
Please deliver all letters and commentary via campus mail (box 1310)
or to the Tripod Headquarters in the basement of Jackson Hall.

Humanists Strive For
Better Understanding Of
'Superficial Differences'
Dear Friends:
The Humanist Community
seeks to promote dialogue on
issues that give rise to disunity and
dissension among all human beings. Through' such dialogue we
hope to encourage understanding
of various interpretations of concepts like racism, sexism, culture,
equality, etc. and to promote a
better comprehension of the
"superficial differences" that exist among people.
One way to unify everyone is to
have a group with something in
common to all of us: this universality is solely being human. To be
human is to express personal feelings. These feelings can become
manifest through a presentation
of personal cultural perspectives
so that everyone could be
simultaneously educated and
enlightened. Trinity can be a
diverse community; this however,
does not necessarily have to lead
to polarization. Through in depth
interaction, the absurdity of
"superficial differences" will
become evident.
The , Humanist Community is
now in its fifth week of existence
and doing well. About twenty

people meet every Monday night
to discuss, among other things,
various cultures and stereotypes
which in itself is a learning exp e r i e n c e . The C o m m u n i t y
welcomes any other human beings

who would like to learn and participate in this experience.
For information, please contact
Trinity box 1479.
Sincerely,
The Humanist Community

Tripod
Elections
Elections for next semester's Tripod Editorial Board will be held on
Sunday, November 21 at 7 p.m. in the Tripod Headquarters in
Jackson Hall Basement. Positions are open to all Trinity students.
Nominations must be submitted in writing to Box 1620. before noon
on Friday, November 19.
The following positions are to be elected: Editor, Managing Editor,
News Editor, Sports Editor, Hartford Editor, Arts Editor, Features
Editor, Announcements Editor, Photography Editor, Contributing
Editors (4), Copy Editors (3), Business Manager, Advertising
Manager, and Circulation Manager.
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Financial
Fantasies
In order to heighten
perceptions of realty,
the doctors recommended
fantasies like these:

JL Remove your clothes,
sit behind a big desk, puff
a fat cigar, and give yourself a raise.
your clothes
and write yourself a letter from your banker increasing your credit line.
t j Remove your clothes
and practice writing huge
checks. See how many
zeros you can fit into the
space provided.
~r Buy a rigged roulette
wheel, remove your
clothes, and pretend you
are "the house" at a
Vegas casino. Then roll in
the chips.
Whenever you see any
valuable real estate, remove your clothes and
say to yourself in an authoritative tone, "Self,
someday this will all be
yours."
Paint your brick fire6place
gold, remove your
clothes, and climb inside.
Now pretend you are
alone in Fort Knox.

How To Make Love
To Your Money
Did you ever long to get a feel for your assets but find you're more of a
wallflower at a spending orgy? Delacorte Press has solved your fear of
finance once and for all with the publication of How to Make Love to
Your Money by Mark Segall and Margaret To bin. Here is the quintessential "how-to" book,.culling the best aspects of the public fascination
with sex and money.
Inside the pages of How to Make Love to Your Money are countless
tips guaranteed to help you survive the Fiduciosexual Revolution. You'll
learn to overcome"Portfolio Envy," combat chronic "Loss of Interest,"
and attain a spiritual fulfilment with "The Way of the D'ow."
A look at the pioneering work of Drs. Georgia S. Boodle and Myron F.
Scheckel, founders of the Foundation for Fiduciosexual Fulfillment, who
offer inovative therapies for "Premature Withdrawal," "Trickle
Down," and "Portfolio Envy."
An exploration of wage slavery, binding arbitrations, whipping inflation, and other more severe forms of economic discipline.
An exclusive excerpt from Shere Annual's The Annual Report which
describes the primitive "urge to merge" at the very heart of the corporate
libido.

On NwtfMi,
tpitliiiig

is a snap.

"I'm askin' every smoker to
quit for 24 hours on Nov. 18th.
And I'll help you with my' Larry
Hagman Special Stop Smokin'
Wrist Snappin' Red Rubber
Band.' Get one free from your
American Cancer Society. You
might just find that not smoking can be habit-forming '•'*

The Great
American
Smokeout

Bech Is Back

American Cancer Society

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will be
ready upon your
arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE

Phone
287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Richard Staron, prop

247-O234

The front cover of John Updike's latest novel, Bech Is Back. The novel
contains seven " wonderful new chapters from the peripatetic life of
Henry Bech, the moderate}1 well-known American writer who was last
heard from in Bech.-A Book (1970)"

MMdibent on

In the spring of 1981, Newsweek wrapped up an article on "The
Return of College Humor" with this reference to Joey Green: "Green is a
powerful publicist for his cause and he is negociating with publishers for
an anthology of the best of college humor." Thus resulted Hellbent on
Insanity, the most outrageously funny book thrown together overnight.
For pennies a day, Hellbent on Insanity provides the offensive, sardonic, rebelious, exuberent, witty laughs that keep fans of Saturday
Night Live and Animal House on the floor.
It's even organized into subjets! The seven chapters cover life's major
issues, from childhood (You're So Immature) to academia (If You Don't
Stop Matriculating, You'll Go Blind), from sex and drugs (Sex, Drugs,
and Bowling) to modern trends (The Florence Henderson Generation).

COLLEGE
BARBERSHOP
"Trinity's Favorite Since 1947"

.

1220 Broad St.
corner Allen Place, one block north of Vernon St.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TKIFULJ
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Arts / En tertainm en t
HARTford
BARNUM, the 3-time
Tony Award winning musical
that columnist Earl Wilson
called "the greatest family
entertainment in the world,"
plays Hartford's Bushnell
Memorial Hall for six performances only, Nov. 16-20.
Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.,
with a Saturday matinee at
2:00 p.m.
Proclaimed
''best
musical" by the Outer
Critic's Circle, BARNUM
recreates the life of Phineas
Taylor Barnumn, the flamboyant impresario who introduced to eager audiences
Tom Thumb, Jenny Lind,
and the original Barnum and
Bailey circus. The musical
supplements Barnum's personal saga with an authentic
one-ring circus, complete
with high-wire acts, jugglers,
trapeze artists and breahtaking circus stunts,
Tickets available at the box
office; 246-6807.
Miles Davis, the greatest
trumpeter/stylist since the
legendary Louis Armstrong,
will make a rare Connecticut
appearance at Yale University's . Woolsey Hall on
Thursday, November 18 at
8:00 p.m.
Davis' musical concepts
and ground breaking bands
changed ihe course of post
war jazz several times; and he
changed ihe f;ic of both j;i//
and rock in the late 60's and
e a r l y 70' s with his
popularization of fusion.
A c c o m p a n y i n g Miles
Davis will be members of his
currnt band which include
Bill Evans on soprano saxophone, Mike Stern on guiar,
Marcus Miller on bass, and
Al Foster on drums.
Connecticut Opera will
raise the curtain on the second performance of its
1982-1983 season with the second American performance
of an all-new production of

The Tales of Hoffman, Jacques Offenbach's "opera
fantastique" on December 2
& 4 at Bushnell Hall. Making
his Connecticut Opera debut
in the role of Hoffman will
be internationally known
tenor Nicolai Gedda.
For information and
tickets, please" contact Connecticut Opera at 527-0713.
Center Church continues
its unique Wednesday Noon
Repertory with a concert on
Wednesday November 17, of
music by Donzetti and
Mozart, performed by Roy
Mueller, English horn and
o b o e , accompanied by
Charlotte Bagnall, piano.
Call the Church House
before 4:00 pm Tuesday to
reserve a lunch for a suggested $3.00. Or simply show
up for beverage and program
for $1.50.

Concert Choir To Sing This Weekend
The Trinity College Choir, with
orchestra, will present a program
of "Music by Four B's" on this
Friday and Sunday, November 19
& 21,at 8:15 p.m. in the Trinity
College Chapel.
Continuing in the Music
Department tradition of presenting thematic programs, the repertory for this weekend features
four composers beginning with
'B': Britten, Brahms, Beethoven
and Bizet. The Saint Nicholas
Cantata by Benjamin Britten is a
choral-orchestral extravaganza
which has nothing to do with

Christmas. The work is based on
the life of the Saint Nicholas and
in addition to the combined forces
of choir and orchestra, features
organ, antiphonal women's choir
and boy sopranos. The audience is
even asked to join in at the singing
of two familiar hymns.
Beethoven's Fantasia
for
Piano, Orchestra and Chorus is a
rather unusual work. In many
ways, it is a piano concerto with a
hymn-like response from the
chorus at the end. The choral section resembles its counterpart
from the Ninth Symphony.

Bizet's Carmen is represented by
the " T o r e a d o r " chorus, a
glorious praise of Spanish bullring
bravura. Brahms' Nanie is a tonepoem of vintage Brahmsian
harmony.
Peter Harvey will be the tenor
soloist in the Britten. Faculty
member Linda Laurent will play
the piano part in the Beethoven.
Gerald Moshell will conduct.
Tickets are $4.00, $2.00 for
students and seniors, and may be
reserved by calling 527-8062.

On Saturday, November
20 at 8:30 pm, Real Art Ways
will present the free improvisational trio consisting
of saxophonist John Zorn,
percussionist Davis Moss,
and cellist Tom Cora.
If it sounds like an unlikely
combination, the evening is
unlikely to be like anything
you've ever heard before.
Free improvisation is just
that, following the principles
of John Cage that any sqund
can be heard as music. Go
and judge for yourself. The
gallery is at 40 State Street.

Those students who were
disappointed to miss Pat Carroll in "Gertrude Stein.."
will be interested to know
that the award-winning play
about the American author
will be presented this Thursday, November' 16 at the
Jorgensen Auditorium of the
University of Connecticut.
Tickets are just $5.00 and
are availible by calling the'
box office at 486-4226.

Stern-Istomin Duo Proves
Convenience of Arts Access
This Sunday, two internationally reknowned musicians brought
their formidable talents to the
Bushnell for a pre-recording concert. Violinist Isaac Stem and
Pianist Eugene Istomin came
together for a performance of
four Beethoven sonatas.
Due to a typographical error,
Stern had to announce a rather
confusing set of changes, in the
program. The actual listing and
order of the sonatas was still
somewhat lost amid keys and
opus numbers. In fact, the actual
order of the music was the least
significant factor of the day. The
two musicians performed the
. sonatas with effortless musicianship and cooperation; they even
bowed in sync. How easy it was to
sit back and enjoy the music
without worrying about the professionalism, of the performers.
Indeed, a very enjoyable
afternoon.

Sir

As a Trinity student, the
logistics involved in attending a
concert of this type might well be
a put-off; unreliable taxicabs, late
buses, etc, However, the Consortium for Higher Education provides a bus service which offers
complete transportation for
students from the several major
schools and colleges in'the area
for a small fee. Having taken advantage of this unique and convenient service, I can only rave
about how much more accessible
Hartford seems to have become as1
a result!
The bus i makes pick-ups and
drop-offs at Mather before and
after many major events .in. Hartford. A list of these events is obtainable at the Mather Front
Desk, and it is with great enthusiasm that I recommend Trinity students take advantage of this
service and not miss out on the
best happenings in Hartford.

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look for Mr. Boston's two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide.
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza, Special Sales, Dept. B. New York, New York 10019
Mr. Boston Schnappr. 54,60, and 100 proof. Droduced bv Mr. Boston Distiller, Owensboro, KY, Albany, QA <= 1982
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Artist/Dancer Wong Brings Multi-Visual Creation

The Mel Wong Dance Company is performing at the J.L.
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center on Saturday,
November 20, at 6:00 pm.
An e x t r e m e 1 y g i f t e d
choreographer, visual artist, and
dancer, Mel Wong creates profoundly original works of both
aesthetic and conceptual beauty —
.images which evoke familiar impressions ,and provoke a new
perspective.
Opening the concert will be
dancer Gayle Ziaks, who will perform the premiere solo Zephyr.
The entire company will perform
Catch (1982), a work about struggle and resolvement, death and
transfiguration, and Telegram
(1981), a humorous but poignant
panorama of Americana. Ending
the concert will be Shuttle (1981),
a space capsule quartet of nonstop energy projectile movement
with stars, moon, and lightning.
Resident musicians Skip La
Plante and Rob Kaplan (former
Hartt graduate) have composed
all of the original music and will
be performing live.

In conjunction with the dances,
there will be an exhibition of Mel
Wong's drawings in the entrance
lobby of the theatre. As twodimensional correlations to movement, Wong's drawings depict the
same idea in another media. His
drawings of Shuttle are currently
on a two year nation wide tour
sponsored by the Pratt Institute
and the Dance Notation Bureau.
Wong, a former Merce Cunningham d a n c e r , has been
choreographing since 1970 and
formed the Mel Wong Dance
C o m p a n y in 1975. As a
choreographer, visual artist, and
an Asian American Wong contributes to his company's modern
dance techniques a symbolism
from both Eastern and Western
cultures. His intent is to make art
which causes an examination of
consciousness rather than a
retreat from r e a l i t y . His
achievements reflect the diversity
of Mr. Wong's abilities — gallery
showings of his visual art in
California and New York, performance of his choreography
throughout New York City, the
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Members of the Mel Wong Dance Troupe in performance.
East, and recently Europe.
Critical acclaim plus grants and
fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, the New
York State Council for the Arts,
Creative Artists Public Service
Program, and the Ford Foundation have been some of the honors
Wong has received as an artist- '
. choreographer.
Of the company's most recent
performance, Alan M. Kriegsman
of The Washington Post said:"...
the ensemble is splendid indeed -

attractive, swift, strong, clean and
precise. The music by resident
musicians Rob Kaplan and Skip
La Plante is on an equally high
plane ... the same goes for the
costuming and props by Wong
himself (sic), who is artist as welt
as choreographer; his lively visual
sense always gives the eye
something to relish ... from moment to moment the dancing is intriguing to watch.
Mel Wong currently teaches in
New York City, and is on the

Faculty at the State University of
New York at Purchase. He has
been a faculty member of the
American Dance Festival, the
Harvard Summer School Dance
Center, Trinity College, and Cornell University. His company is
composed of eight professional
dancers.
General admission for this
event is S5.00, $3.00 for students.
Ticket reservations are available
by calling 527-8062.

Arrabal Gives Insight Into His Drama
by Suzanne MacNamee

Members of the Mel Wong Dance Troupe in performance.

outdoor
goods store

41 East Main Street
Old Avon Village
Avon, CT 677-1879

Functional outdoorwear for people who
actively enjoy the weather. Our jackets,
parkas, vets and rainwear keep you
warm, dry and feeling good.

SERRA\
DESIGNS

Trinity students who present a student I.D. will
receive a 10% discount on any item in store.
To receive our current catalogue write or call us.

On November 4th, Fernando
Arrabal, a Spanish playwright of
international renown, visited the
Trinity campus, sponsored by the
PRESHCO program offered by
the Modern Languages Department. Arrabal is a true man of
theatre, whose unique experiences
during his childhood were later
expressed in a surrealistic manner
in his plays.
He was born in the Spanish territory of Melilla in northern
Africa in 1932. His father was an
officer in the Spanish Army but
was imprisoned and sentenced to
death at the beginning • of the
three-year Spanish Civil War,
when Arrabal was only four years
old. To ensure safety for her
children, Arrabal's mother made
a courageous journey to the
mainland, reaching the interior city of Ciudad Rodrigo. The supposed death of .his father perplexed Arrabal, who tried endlessly to
gather information about him,
despite his mother's attempts to
cover up the affair.
Arrabal began to make fre-

quent escapades to movie theaters
when sent to Madrid to attend a
private school. His mother decided to send him to an industrial
school in the north of Spain,
where he first experienced and
became involved in strikes. The
school transferred him to Madrid,
where he studied law, theatre, and
held a job' at the same time.
His first important dramas were
written at this time ("Pic-Nic,"
"El Triciclo"), as he attended
performances of experimental
theatre' in Madrid in 1955. He
received a three-month scholarship to study in Paris, which from
then on became his permanent
residence. His wife, a French
citizen, translated his works into
French. Because his plays are
published in French, he has
sometimes been considered a
French author, though he
categorically denies this.
His theatre, deeply rooted in
the Surrealist movement, is a
r e n e w a l of t h e t h r e e
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e a t r e :
playwriting, staging, and the audience. The concept of reality is
questioned, as the conscious, the

unconscious, the imaginary and
the supernatural are placed side
by side. On the contrary, the
traditional theatre tries to rebuild
reality in a faithful way, replacing
man in his midst at a certain moment in history. His characters
sink in the midst of an enclosing
claustration; there lacks hope,
whereas everyday gestures imposed on the victims are endlessly
repeated.
Arrabal's "panic" theatre • based on the concept of "pan,"
meaning "all," at one same time prefers to alienate the audience
and provoke it into becoming an
accomplice. The Humanist tradition is ridiculed, reaching the
point of the alienation of man and
even nihilism.
Blood, sweat, and tears are key
elements in Arrabal's plays, and,
as he himself says, "My theatre is
a 'savage' theatre inspired by the
festivities of Spain, which can only be understood by the guts." "
It was a unique experience to
meet Arrabal, whose straightforward and almost blatant character
made those of us who met. him
feel like longtime friends.

Women risk getting certain kinds of
cancer. That's why you should talk with your
doctor about how you can protect yourself.
' Doing monthly breast self-examination
and getting regular cancer checkups are
good ways to stay healthy. And if youVe got
your health, youVe got it all!

American Cancer Society
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Tim McNamara makes a diving catch along the right side line. McNamara's five first half

receptions were an important factor as the Bants grabbed a 23-0 halftime lead.
pholo by Kcryn Ciruh1.

Is
there
life
after _
cancer?
Some people
think that even
when a cancer is
cured, the patient
will .never live a
normal life again.
The American
Cancer Society
knows better.
.The Society
offers cancer
patients and their
families extensive
service and rehabilitation programs
with practical help
and emotional
support, it helps
people return to
their homes and
their jobs. •
There is life after
cancer. Two million
people are living
proof. If you or
anyone close to
you needs help, ,.•
callus.

tlifi

times offer

Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's the two-fisted
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order, for $4.95
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Muq
Offer, P.O. Box 1662, New York, N.Y. 10152
Name_
Address^.
C!ty_

American
Cancer
Society

_State_

Specify quantity_
.Amount enclosed $_
Offer expires June 30,1983. No purchase necessary
New York residents add 8.25% sales tax.
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment.
TRI C53
. . •. •

_2ip_

Seagram's

imraraB^raM^iim^gi:^^^
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More Sports
I Was Attacked
By Drunk Preps
1 thought 1 had it made in the shade. Calmly standing there watching
the crowd al the north end battle over my counterpart, I could hardly
contain my laughter.
There was a group of combatants around each base. Occasionally, 1
saw a roundhouse left or right fired into the crowd.
A few security workers milled around me. They were laughing to. It
had been that type of afternoon. Wesleyan was so bad...(how bad were
they you ask)... they were so bad that the best Wesleyan run was made by
the adventurous soul who_stole a sign that read "Wesleyan Is Poison
Ivy" from the Trinity stands.
By the end of the first quarter the ball had zipped between my uprights
twice and Trinity led 14-0. At half the lead was 23-0. In the end, Trinity
was ahead 37-6. Then the real contest began.
One hundred and twenty yards away the Trinity student body, or what
part of it had made the trip south, gathered for the final assault. The
hometown cerebral masses prepared for the defense. For the first time all
day I figured I'd get to watch some true competition.
My uprights were rocking as I restrained my giggles. Then 1 saw them.
In a brilliant military maneuver the Trinity students had decided to attack
Wesleyan's soft underbelly, me.
The first wave, a group of about fifteen, started rocking my right post.

Tuesday Afternoon
^
hy Stephen K. GeUman
For a moment I thought I was a goner. Then the Wesleyan students arrived and another melee was on.
Surprisingly, the whole thing was done with some class. 1 saw almost as
many Trinity students help Wesleyan students up as throw them'down;
Of course, a few people got banged up but it was all part of good clean,
drunken, fun, right?
After twenty minutes of cross bar grabbing the security forces stepped
in. I was left stark naked, my. padding taken away, and a bit wobbly.
However, 1 was still standing.
As I stood there, examining myself for damage, a verbal battle replaced the physical one. I understood the Trinity chants concerning the result
of the game, but the Wesleyan cheers left me a bit puzzled. I mean so
what if Trinity is interested in safety. It is a heck of a lot better to be a
safe school than an unsafe one, isn't it?
In addition; I can't figure out why the Wesleyan students: were,so sure
that the Trinity people were going to work for them someday. There was
no discernible difference between the would be bosses and their supposed
future employees.
Anyways, I now have a year off until the Williams students come and
visit at next year's homecoming. Even better, Trinity won't be here for
two years. I just can't wait to be attacked by drunken preppies again.

Dave Curtis is brought down after his first half interception. It set up the Bants third touchdown.
I>IHMO by K m t i (.

Amrien Takes Seventh At New
Englands; Klots Tops Harriers

by Steve Klots
In what turned out to be more of
a mud wrestling contest than a cross
country meet, the Trinity College
men's and women's cross country
The center spread of sports photographs is a good way to honor the teams travelled to Boston for the
athletes of the fall season. However, it is also a tribute to the Division III New England Regionals
photographers on the Tripod staff. The efforts of David Siskind, this past Saturday and came home
cold, muddy, and generally satisfied
photography editor, and the rest of the staff have been fantastic.
Most of the pictures on pages eight and nine had been passed up for with their performances.
, The w o m e n ' s race was
better shots earlier in the year. That means the Tripod has what every highlighted for Trinity by Elizabeth
good team needs, depth, TI. \ • v made mv irih-mufh pacipr
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Clemmenson goes around right end against Weslevan. The junior tailback scored . nn.tv s nrs. ,«.,cl.J uw n
pliolo I
t»e afternoon.

Amrien's seventh place finish,
which qualified her for the national
meet next weekend. The men's team
finished in 15th place out of 27
teams, several places higher than the
previous year. Brandeis won the
event with a score of 40 points.

duced, as Walde put it, "a respectable team finish."
Steve Klots lead the Bantams as
he finished in 45th place overall. His
time was 26:14, fifteen seconds
faster than his previous race on the
course, Dave Barry took second on
the team, 78th overall, as he finished in a time of 26:56. Steve Tall
When the women's race began,
took third on the team, his time bethe temperature was in the vicinity
ing 27:13. Dave Moughalian and
of 40 degrees, the rain was falling,
Joe Wire tied for fifth on the team,and the course, in many places, was
already several inches deep ,in mud. followed by Dave O'Donnel and
John Arbolino.
Races earlier in the day had made
conditions slow, slippery, and difThe times were generally slower
ficult. Amrien wentout quickly and
than those under good conditions.
held on to take seventh place with a
Barry, for instance, slipped in the
time of 18:22. Although this time
mud at the very beginning, had to be
was a bit slower than her previous
dragged up the first hill by O'Donrace on the Franklin Park course
nel due to a lack of traction, and slid
(the NESCAC race), this discrepenhis way to the finish. Other runners
cy can be attributed to the bad were bothered by complaints of
conditions.
cold, or in Arbolino's case, illness.
The performance was nevertheless
much better than the previous
Also turning in an outstanding
year's, when they only had one runrace was Erica Thurman, who
ner in the top 100.
finished 51st overall. Thurman'
managed to break the Wesleyan
Walde said afterwards that "It
lock on depth Saturday, as only two
was a meet to remember. We,were
Cardinal runners finished in front
animals." He added "Steve Klots
of her. Last Friday at Wesleyan,
had the best race of the year for
five had beaten her. Also running
himself."
well for the Bantams was Sue
The meet marked the conclusion
Pasieka in 99th place.
of Walde's career as coach of Trinir
After . the race, Coach Ralph
ty cross country. Walde, the only
Walde said "Elizabeth ran an ex- coach at Trinity who is also a procellent race in qualifying. She was fessor outside of the P.E. departless than ten seconds behind the
ment, is also one of the few coaches
leader. Erica also ran a very good
to direct both a men's and women's
time." Walde seemed generally
team in the same sport. He is relinpleased with the performance of his
quishing his duties due to time comwomen.
mitments in his position as math
professor.
By the time the men's race had
During his tenure as coach, Trinibegun, the rain had stopped, but it ty has seen the establishment of
was somewhat colder.- Adding to the
women's cross country as a varsity
fact that the women's race had
sport and the improvement of the
made the course surface even mudmen's team from a group of struggldier, the team was expecting : to
ing runners to a team ready to
wallow through to somewhat less
challenge the best in Nbw England.
than good times. The Bantams overThis year's 5-4 record brought that
came these difficulties as they pro-.
improvement, to a climax.
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Football Rolls Past Helpless Wesleyan 37-6
Bantams
Finish With
5-3 Record
by Stephen K. Gellman

Eight, count them, eight. Want a
couple of other numbers? Try ten
and 105. In football arithmatic, the
three added up to a 37-6 seasonclosing victory for the Bantams over
arch-rival Wesleyan.. The win gave
Trinity their third winning season of
the 80's.
Eight was the number of
Wesleyan turnovers on a raw afternoon in Middletown. The Cards
divided the misciies evenly between
fumbles and interceptions.
Wesleyan also was called for ten
penalties for 105 yards, one more
yard than the hosts netted on the
ground. That's no way to win a
football game.
"I wanted to get there and get it
won early. I felt the first quarter was
very important," explained a happy.
Bantam coach Don Miller,
"because we had come off of a very
positive finish against Amherst
while Wesleyan had had a negative
finish at Williams."
Miller got his wish as the Bantams
scored twice in the first quarter.
Trinity made it look easy on their
first possession, going sixty-one
yards on five running plays.
Tom Clemmenson, substituting at
halfback for Ned Ide, who was sick,
accounted for thirty of the yards on
two carries. The second was a four- Mike Elia bursts through a hole in the right side of the line. The senior halfback's last game was a happy one.
teen yard scamper up the middle for
the.score. Ghris Caskin added the seconds left in the quarter.,
the head of Ross (who also punted)
when he picked of Ross' pass in the
extta point, and after 3:01 Trinity
and out of, the end zone, giving
end zone.
The? Cardinals handed Trinity
was in the lead to stay.
Trinity two additional points. The
another score early in the second
Trinity then put the game away,
half ended it with Trinity 23 points
The Bantams moved to a fourteen quarter as Steve Bresnahan could
thanks in part to a roughing the
ahead.
point lead at the end of the first not hold on to quarterback Dave
kicker penalty. The Bants got out of
quarter when Joe Shield hit tight Ross' pass and Bantam cornerback
the hole on a twenty-four yard flair
end Steve McManus for the Dave Curtis came up with the
pass to Mike Elia, keyed by a block
"In the third quarter 1 thought
touchdown.
deflection. Curtis returned the ball
by Dom Rapini. Wesleyan stood
we'd go down there and score, but
firm, but on fourth down the Cards
"We set two men out to the wide to the Wesleyan 17.
they got back into it a little bit,"
roughed Palazzolo, giving Trin a
side of the field," remembered
said Miller.
Two plays later, Shield found
first down at the Cardinal 16.
Shield. "McNamara was one of McNamara open along the right side
Miller elected to kick and take the
them. That took most of the atten- of the end zone for a fourteen yard
wind in the third quarter, hoping to
On third and ten, Shield threw a
tion outside, Steve delayed and then scoring strike. With 13:33 left in the
cement the lead, but Trinity could
screen pass to Clemmenson, who
came across the middle. He was half, Caskin converted, and the
not capitalize, and Wesleyan did
had lined up as a split end. The
wide open."
Bants held a 21-0 lead.
threaten to make it a contest.
junior halfback cut inside
It was M c M a n u s ' first
Wesleyan's defensive pursuit and
Wesleyan was not through playtouchdown, and with Caskin's extra ing Santa Claus. With 3;48 to go in
ran down the right sideline into the
After Bantam punter Dan Palazpoint Trinity led 14-0 with forty-six the stanza, a center snap sailed over
end zone. With eight minutes left,
zolo fumbled a low snap at his own .
Trinity led 30-6.
forty-two yard line, Wesleyan moved in for the score. Fullback Mike
Giliberto was the main mover for
The Bantams took advantage of
the Cards, carrying the ball the final
one more Wesleyan turnover in, the
five plays of the scoring drive.
final three minutes. Tony Craft inGiliberto scored on a one yard
tercepted Ross' third down pass and
plunge with 12:45 left in the contest.
returned it to the Cardinal 13. After
Elia lost three yards on first down,
Chip Farnham spoiled the Cards
freshman Steve Okun went unattempt for a two point conversion

pholo by Keryn Cirohs

touched over right tackle for
Trinity's fifth and final score.
"We are really going to miss
those seniors," said Miller afterwards. Trinity, however, has survived the loss of two straight
graduating classes.
Best of all next year there will be
no one on the team who has lost to'
Wesleyan.
BANTAM NOTES- Shield completed 19 of 33 passes for 199
yards
His 238 attempts this
season is a new school record....
Palazollo punted six times Saturday. That made fifty-seven punts
through eight games for Trinity.
That is also a school record....
Wesleyan finished the season at
3-5.... Union and Amherst, both of
whom beat Trinity, emerged as the
top teams in New England this
season. The Dutchmen went 8-1,
shutting out their last three opponents, while the Lord Jeffs finished 7-1....

Men's Soccer Comes From
Behind To Edge Wesleyan 3-2
by Mare Esterman
The Trinty Bantams' varsity, soccer team finished its season the same
way it started - with a victory. The
only; problem with this formula is
that the Bantams sandwiched eight
losses, 1 win, and 1 tie in between, a
recipe that would give anyone indigestion. Nevertheless, a win at the
end of the- year seems to have
neutralized the sour feeling, like one
big Rolaid, for head coach Robie

Joe Gizzi looks up Held in Saturdays 31 point win.
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seem extreme, coming off a 3-8-1
season, it seemed somewhat warranted following the sterling 3-2
win..The homestanding Cardinals
took a 1-0 lead into the last 45
minutes and extended it to 2-0 early
in the second half. However, sparked by forward Jamie Kapteyn's two
goals, the Bantams clawed their way
back for the win.
Kapteyn scored his first goal at
17:44 off a mix-up between the
Shults.
: • • • • •
Wesleyan fullback and goalie. KapThe Bantams spelled relief
teyn inteicepted the fullback's tap
W.E.S.L.E.Y.A.N as the vistors
back to goal and popped it over the
wrapped up 1982 with a diamtic
goalie's head, tiiggenng the assault
come-from-behmd 3-2 triumph that
Kapteyn tallied again at 30:31 off
left Shults with the sweet taste.of
a deflection in front of the goal to
success,
tie it at 2-2.
"The players and 1 feel that the
Chris Palma topped oil the comnucleus for success is theie," noted
eback like a cheny on a sundae at
Shults, "and 1 think we're a better- 42 36, shooting one past the
team than last yeai and will conWeslevan goalie ott a cross.
tinue to get bettei "
Following the win, a pensive
Shults olfeied some positive woids
Although such optimism may
of reflection.

"We played exceptional defense
this year and took two ECAC
finalists, Amherst and Williams, into overtime."
Nevertheless, if the Bantams are
going to do anything remotely
similar to actually having a winning
season, they must find some scoring
punch. The lack of bonafide scorers
hurt Trinity and resulted in 5 no: games.
"I hope that we can find a
freshman next year who will be a big
scorei Dan Stanton, a freshman
this season, came into Trinity with a .
reputation for being a big scorer but
got mononucleosis. Hopefully, he
can come back strong rie'x't. year;. i
We've got the players at. the other
positions, I'm just searching for a
talented player with scoring
abilities," explained Shults.
Theie is one bright note regarding
this year's dismal record - it can only get better next season.
•• •

